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“Renny Russell’s Rock Me on the Water is at its heart coura-
geous. To return to the same power of nature that took his brother 
thirty years previous—to be with it, to confront it, to take solace in 
it, and to be inspired and healed by it—is remarkable in itself. His 
book is, as well, a testament to the evocative rhythms of the wilds. 
In this complicated dance, this profoundly personal journey, Renny 
Russell also gives us an amazingly spirited tour of one of the truly 
great landscapes of the American West and a keen understanding 
of its power to shape a life.”

                                                                              Robert Redford

order signed copies at:
http://www.rennyrussell.com/

From Renny Russell,
the author of...

SCOTT THOMPSON is a
regular contributor to
The Zephyr. He lives in 
Beckley, WV

Meanwhile the short-sighted mainstream perspective dominates the man-
agement of our public lands as it does almost everything else. This is shown in 
spades by the explosion of recreational tourism there in recent decades, bol-
stered by a wide range of commercial enterprises and accepted either openly 
or mutely by conventional environmentalism. The key businesses involved and 
the local governments backing them up seek to maximize the number of visi-
tors on public lands, happily embracing all the crowding, noise, and frenetic 
activity accompanying them, and providing sundry recreational adrenaline 
spikes – stimulation, remember? – in order to keep the majority of those tour-
ists happy, pacified, and coming back (never mind what other tourists want). 
‘Cause business growth, local jobs, and all that revenue depend on such.

As a result the experience of solitude on the public lands is dying a slow, gur-
gling death. In more and more places there is no room for it.

To see where all this is taking us, pull out an atlas. Run your finger down 
the western half of the Dakotas, straight south to West Texas. To this area add 
eastern Montana, most of Wyoming, south central Utah, Nevada outside Lost 

Vegas and Reno, and selected spots in Arizona, New Mexico, western Montana, 
elsewhere in Utah, and (maybe) Colorado (I’m not familiar with Idaho and the 
eastern areas of Oregon and Washington State). Now black out ANYWHERE, 
no matter how magnificent, that recreational tourism is focused on, as well as 
areas infected by fossil fuel development and large-scale logging, and that are 
contaminated by radioactive wastes, uranium mining, and other hazardous 
wastes, and that are covered over by military bases and bombing ranges. And 
the like.

The isolated spaces that remain, many of which are not on public land, are 
where the deepest experiences of spiritual solitude will take place in the future. 
Most of them will not be places of heart-stopping beauty. Some may at first 
seem forbiddingly desolate. The small towns along the roads may be occupied 
by tiny clusters of hardy people and lined by worn, empty buildings.

In a way, what is happening now has an analogy in the 4th century Roman 
Empire. Appalled at its corruption and decadence, a growing number of Chris-

tians went to live in the Egyptian desert; to isolated places the massive Roman 
system wanted no part of, seeking solitude. They were called the Desert Fa-
thers, and they gave to Christianity some of its most decent features, especially 
in its first millennium.

Most of what they contributed now lies buried under centuries of institution-
al and dogmatic misunderstanding and is as alien to the commercial mindset of 
conservative American Christianity as another star system.

But spiritual solitude, which was the real point, is perennial.

Scott Thompson...
(continued)
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New BACKBONe MeMBers fOr DeC-JAN 2012/13

CARNIVORES! HERBIVORES!
OMNIVORES!!

We offer ethnic and traditional cuisine
and emphasize the use of high-quality,

organic ingredients and fresh
seasonal produce.

ALL MENU ITEMS TO GO
352 N MAIN ST   259.6896

and we’re on
facebook!!!

JOHN TYMOCHKO
USA

RICH INGEBRETSEN
Salt Lake City, Utah

ANNIE TUELLER PAYNE
Salt Lake City, Utah

BRIAN GATLIN
Grand Canyon, AZ

PLEASE JOIN

THE 
BACKBONE
$100 yearly

Includes cartoon & 
signed copy of
Stiles’ book, 

BRAVE NEW WEST.

PO BOX 271
MONTICELLO, UT

84535
 or at our web site

with your  credit card
via PayPal...

PAUL VLACHOS
New Yotk City

WILL PETTY
Utah

also thanks to:

FLORENCE
WILLIAMS
Washington, DC

MICHAEL
FITZGERALD
Moab, Utah


